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[57] ABSTRACT 
This invention relates to a fail-safe lamp ?lament 
monitoring circuit including an a. c. signal source to 
provide an a. c. signal to the primary of a transformer 
which, in turn, supplies alternating electrical energy to 
a lamp ?lament connected in its secondary, a monitor 
ing device responsive to the current in the primary 
winding and an auxiliary loading device connected in 
the secondary. The auxiliary loading device is effec 
tive to increase power ?ow through the transformer to 
energize the ?lament to a level where the monitoring 
device is operated and held operated until the lamp 
?lament is no longer energized at which time the 
monitoring device is released at the transformer mag 
netizing current. 

8 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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FAIL-SAFE LAMP FILAMENT MONITORING 
CIRCUIT 

My invention relates to a fail-safe lamp ?lament 
monitoring circuit. 
More particularly, my invention relates to a fail-safe 

lamp ?lament monitoring circuit comprising a trans 
former device, a lamp ?lament, a monitoring device, 
and an auxiliary loading circuit. The transformer 
device has a primary and a secondary winding, an a. c. 
signal source providing an a. c. signal to the primary 
winding. The lamp ?lament is connected to the secon 
dary winding so that the transformer device supplies 
electrical energy to the lamp ?lament. The monitoring 
device has a ?rst closed and a second opened state, and 
is responsive to the current in the primary winding of 
the transformer. It is initially in its second state. The 
auxiliary loading circuit is also connected to the secon 
dary winding of the transformer and is effective to in 
crease the power flow through the transformer device 
to energize the lamp filament to a preselected energiz 
ing power ?ow level which causes the monitoring 
device to assume and to be held operated in its ?rst 
state. The monitoring device reassumes its second’ state 
at a preselected lower current ?ow level of the primary 
winding of the transformer when the ?lament is no 
longer energized due to full or partial open-circuiting. 

In prior arrangements for testing the integrity of 
lamp ?lament circuits employed in railway signal appli 
cations, the ?laments were connected in the secondary 
circuit of a transformer and fed with alternating current 
through the transformer. A current sensing relay was 
placed in the primary circuit of the transformer. It was 
desirable that the current sensing relay have a sensitivi 
ty capability such that it was held by the ?lament ener 
gizing power level and released upon the ceasing of the 
filament power flow. However, it has been found that in 
such arrangements the current sensing relay could 
remain held by the magnetizing current in the trans 
former primary circuit even in the absence of ?lament 
power flow. This is most unsatisfactory since it con 
travenes the fail-safe feature considered essential in 
railway environment wayside traffic signalling applica 
tions. ‘ 

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide a 
unique fail-safe lamp ?lament monitoring circuit for 
detecting and indicating ?lament integrity through in 
corporation of a distinct ?lament energization power 
level whenever the ?lament is energized. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a new 

fail-safe lamp ?lament monitoring circuit which utilizes 
transformer action to provide a preselected reference 
current power level, which power level is present when 
?lament power flow ceases. 
Yet another object of this invention is to provide an 

improved fail-safe lamp ?lament monitoring circuit 
having auxiliary loading means responsive to the cur 
rent through the ?lament to present a distinct ?lament 
energization power level for detection when the ?la 
ment is energized. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
novel fail-safe lamp ?lament monitoring circuit having 
a ?rst and a second ?lament, the second filament 
chosen to present the same power level for detection as 
the ?rst filament whenever power ?ow in the ?rst fila 
ment ceases. 4 
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2 
In the attainment of the foregoing objects a fail-safe 

lamp ?lament monitoring circuit has been invented 
which includes an a. c. signal source to provide an a. c. 

signal to the primary winding of a transformer for sup 
plying alternating electrical energy to a lamp ?lament 
connected in the secondary winding of the transformer, 
a monitoring relay responsive to the current in the pri 
mary winding of the transformer, and an auxiliary re 
sistive load device connected in the secondary winding 
of the transformer. The auxiliary resistance load device 
is effective to increase the power flow through the 
transformer to energize the ?lament to a level where 
the monitoring relay is operated and held operated 
until the ?lament is no longer energized at which time 
the relay is released at the transformer magnetizing 
current lever, or some other preselected current level. 
The circuit may also include a supplemental ?lament 

also connected in the secondary winding of the trans 
former and a further relay to selectively energize the 
?rst ?lament at a power level provided by the combina 
tion of the ?rst ?lament and the auxiliary resistive load 
device until failure of the ?rst ?lament whereupon the 
supplemental ?lament is energized, the auxiliary re 
sistive load device drawing power which is substantially 
equivalent to the difference in power drawn by the ?la 
ments. ‘ 

Further, the monitoring relay may be responsive to a 
partial failure of the ?rst ?lament which would reduce 
the power ?ow through the transformer to a level 
distinguishable from that provided by the transformer 
magnetizing current by the flow to the auxiliary re 
sistive device. 
Other objects and advantages of the present inven 

tion will become apparent from the ensuing description 
of illustrative embodiments thereof, in the course of 
which reference is had to the accompanying drawings 
in which: , 

FIG. 1 depicts one preferred embodiment in sche 
matic form of the instant fail-safe ?lament monitoring 
circuit in which one lamp ?lament and an auxiliary re 
sistive load are connected across the transformer 
secondary. 

FIG. 2 depicts still another embodiment of the in 
stant fail-safe lamp ?lament monitoring circuit in sche 
matic form in which a supplemental ?lament and a 
further relay are also connected in the transformer 
secondary. 
A description of the above embodiments will follow 

and then the novel features of the invention will be 
presented in the appended claims. 

Referring now to the drawings and particularly to 
FIG. 1 which depicts one preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, it will be seen in FIG. 1 that a trans 
former T1 has an a. c. signal provided to its primary via 
a. c. signal source 11. A monitoring means in the form 
of a relay MR is also connected to the primary winding 
of transformer T1 and arranged to indicate, by means 
of its front contact MR1 and associated conventional 
circuitry depicted as a ?lament integrity indication cir 
cuit 21, whether or not the current flowing in the pri 
mary winding of transformer T1 is suf?cient to pick up 
contact MR1 of relay MR. As shown in FIG. 1, con 
nected in the secondary of transformer T1 is a lamp 12 
having a ?lament l3, and an auxiliary loading resistor 
R4 connected across the secondary winding. The 
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amount of current necessary to flow through the prima 
ry winding to pick up front contact MRI of relay MR is 
determined by the amount of power consumed by re 
sistor RA and ?lament 13 of lamp 12. The value of the 
resistance RA is chosen with due regard to the power 
consumed in the lamp l2 and the magnetizing current 
of the transformer T1, which current initially ?ows in 
the primary of transformer T1, to insure that while 
front contact MR1 of monitoring relay MR is picked up 
and held up by the current ?owing to illuminate lamp 
12, should such current fall to a level at which illumina 
tion ceases through total or partial open-circuiting of . 
the filament 13, then front contact MR1 of monitoring 
relay MR is reliably released and the possibility of con 
tact MR1 of relay MR being held up by the primary 
magnetizing current is eliminated. Accordingly, as long 
as ?lament 13 of lamp 12 is conducting, the power level 
due to powerconsumed by ?lament 13 of lamp l2 and 
resistor R, will cause the picking up vof front contact 
MR1 of monitoring relay MR establishing a ?rst electri 
cal state thereby completing a circuit from a B (posi 
tive) battery terminal over front contact MR1 of moni 
toring relay MR, lead 17 to filament integrity indication 
circuit 21 thereby providing an indication of ?lament 
energization and,.a fortiori, lamp illumination. Should 
an open circuit be caused in ?lament 13 of lamp 12, 
then the power drawn by the secondary of transformer 
T1 will be solely due to resistor R4, the value of which 
is much greater than the parallel combination of rew 
sistance RA and ?lament resistance. Hence, the current 
in the secondary of transformer T1 will be considerably 
diminished. It is at this current that contact MRI of 
relay MR, being chosen such that it will only be picked 
up at the predetermined power level required by re 
sistor RA and ?lament 13 of lamp 12, will release and 
no circuit will be completed to ?lament integrity indi_ 
cation circuit 21. Similarly, should resistor R, ‘become 
open-circuited (noting that in fail-safe theory it is as 
sumed that resistors never short circuit)v monitoring 
relay MR would assume a second electrical state, 
namely, release its front contact MR1 since the power 
level at which contact MR1 of relay MR is picked up is 
no longer present due to the opening of resistor R4. 
Further, should either the primary or secondary wind 
ing short between turns, there would be no transformer 
action present and therefore, there would not be 
present the power level due to resistor R, and ?lament 
13 of lamp 12. 
Reference is now made to FIG. 2 which shows still 

another embodiment of the present invention employ 
ing a double-?lament lamp, the two filaments of which 
are positioned and chosen to consume different 
powers. The main ?lament 13a is the‘ one normally 
used and is positioned at the optimum optical position 
in the lamp 12a. A supplemental filament 14 is, of 
necessity, positioned elsewhere within lamp 12a, and 
therefore must dissipate a higher power than ?lament 
13a in order to compensate for the reduced optical effi 
eiency resulting from the ?lament displacement from 
the optimum optical position in the optical system. 
As shown in FIG. 2, the filament 13a is energized by 

the secondary of a transformer T1 ’ through an auxiliary 
load control relay coil MA’. A change-over contact a 
having front and back portions b and c, respectively, is 
arranged to connect an auxiliary load resistor R A’ 
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4 
across a portion of the secondary of transformer T1’ 
when in position b, so long as relay MA’ is energized. 
On relay MA’ becoming deenergized the contact a 
changes over to position 0 to connect the supplemental 
filament across the same portion of the secondary of 
transformer T1’, in place of auxiliary load resistor R,,'. 
Once again, a monitoring relay MR’ is connected to the 
primary winding of transformer T1 ’ and arranged to in 
dicate by means of its front contact MR1’ and as 
sociated circuitry depicted as a filament integrity indi 
cation circuit 2la, whether or not the current ?owing 
through the primary winding of transformer T1’ is suffi 
cient to pick up contact MR1’ of relay MR’. In the in 
stant preferred embodiment, the auxiliary load resistor 
R4’ is chosen with regard to the burden upon relay coil 
MA’ and relative power consumption of the two ?la 
ments 13a and 14 of lamp 12a so that’ the power flow ' 
through the transformer T1 ’ is approximately the same 
under energization of ?lament 13a as it is under ener 
gization of supplemental ?lament 14. 

Also to be considered upon selection of resistor R4’ 
is differentiation between power flows from that due to 
the magnetizing current of the primary of transformer 
T1 ’ such that there is no possibility of the front contact 
MRI’ of relay MR’ being held up by magnetizing cur 
rent flow when due to complete or partial failure of 
both ?lament 13a and supplemental filament 14, and 
there is a reduced or no power flow through the trans 
former Tl’. Once again, should resistor R4’ become 
open~circuited the ?lament 13a is extinguished but 
monitoring relay MR’ would not release its front con 
tact MR1’ since the power level at which contact MR1 ’ 
of relay MR'is maintained picked up by the lighting of 
supplemental filament 14 over back contact c of relay 
MA’. Thus, a circuit path through contact b of relay 
MA’ is no longer present due to the opening of resistor 
R4’. 

It will be appreciated that while the invention has 
been illustrated as employing a resistive loading device, 
the invention is suitably adapted for any power con 
suming device. 

While the invention has been described with 
reference to particular embodiments, it is understood 
that other modi?cations, changes and variations may 
be made by those skilled in the art without departing 
from the spirit of the invention or scope of the claims. 

Having thus described my invention, what I claim is: 
l. A fail-safe lamp ?lament monitoring circuit com 

prising, 
a. transformer means having a primary and a secon 

dary winding, an ac signal source connected to 
said primary winding, 

. a lamp having at least a first and a second ?lament 
portion serially connected together, said trans 
former means supplying electrical energy to said 
lamp ?lament, 

c. current responsive monitoring means having a ?rst 
and a second electrical state connected in the cir 
cuit of said primary winding of said transformer 
and responsive to the current in said primary wind 
ing of said transformer, said monitoring means ini 
tially in said second electrical state, 

. auxiliary loading means connected to the seconda 
ry winding of said transformer means and effective 
to increase power flow to a preselected energizing 
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power flow level through said transformer means 
to energize said ?lament thus operating said moni 
toring means in said ?rst electrical state, said 
monitoring means resuming said second electrical 
state at a preselected lower current flow level in 
said primary winding of said transformer means 
when said ?lament is no longer energized. 

e. a load control relay having a contact means for 
connecting the junction between one lead of each 
of said first ?lament and said second filament por 
tions to said secondary winding of said transformer 
means, the other lead of said first ?lament portion 
connected to said secondary winding of said trans 
former means, and said contact means of said load 
control relay connecting the other lead of said 
second ?lament por-tion to said secondary wind 
ing of said transformer means when said first ?la 
ment portion fails. 

2. The fail-safe ?lament monitoring circuit as 
described in claim 1, wherein said preselected lower 
current flow level occurs when the power supplied by 
said primary winding of said transformer means and 
drawn by said secondary winding of said transformer 
decreases. 

3. The fail-safe ?lament monitoring circuit as 
described in claim 1, wherein said monitoring means is 
a current responsive electromagnetic means. 

4. The fail-safe ?lament monitoring circuit as 
described in claim 3, wherein said electromagnetic 
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6 
means is a current responsive relay. 

5. The fail-safe ?lament monitoring circuit as 
described in claim 1, wherein an auxiliary load control 
means having a ?rst and a second electrical state is seri~ 
ally connected to said ?lament assuming said ?rst elec 
trical state whenever said ?lament is energized, and as 
suming said second electrical state whenever said ?la 
ment is no longer energized, said auxiliary loading 
means effective to increase the power ?ow through said 
transformer whenever said auxiliary load control 
means is in said ?rst electrical state. 

6. The fail-safe ?lament monitoring circuit as 
described in claim 5, wherein said auxiliary load con 
trol means is a current electromagnetic device. 

7. The fail-safe ?lament monitoring circuit as 
described in claim 1, wherein a supplemental ?lament 
is positioned and connected to said secondary winding 
to maintain said monitoring means in said ?rst electri 
cal state and hold said monitoring means at said ener 
gizing power flow level when said lamp filament is no 
longer energized. 

8. The fail-safe ?lament monitoring circuit as 
described in claim 5, wherein a supplemental ?lament 
is positioned and connected to said secondary winding 
to maintain said monitoring means in said ?rst electri 
cal state and hold said monitoring means at said ener 
gizing power ?ow level when said lamp filament is no 
longer energized. 


